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The upper-critical-field behavior of N13Sn and V3Si is studied as a function of residual resis-

tivity. The rt;suits are analyzed in the framework of the Ginzburg-Landau-Abrikosov-Gor'kov

theory of type-II superconductivity including the effects of the electron-phonon interaction. 'The

importance of the electron-phonon interaction on the Pauli paramagnetic limiting process is

stressed and it is found that inclusion of the electron-phonon corrections (most importantly the

electron-phonon renormalization of the normal-state parameters) is needed to sensibly fit the

data. For Nb35n failure to include these effects leads to too high spin-orbit scattering rates.

The critical-field data are also used to-determine the density of states of these materials as well

as several other superconducting and normal-state parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

The A-15 superconductors are of continuing in-
terest both scientifically and practically. In this paper
we report a study of the upper critical field K,2(T) of
Nb3Sn and V3Si on a series of dual-electron-beam-
coevaporated thin films with differing residual resis-
tivities. Because these films are well characterized
(including superconducting tunneling measurements
on the same or similar films) it has been possible to
analyze the data in detail. %e have compared our
results at both low and high fields with the predic-
tions of the Ginzburg-Landau-Abrikosov-Gor'kov
(GLAG) theory of type-II superconductivity includ-
ing corrections for the electron-phonon interaction.

A surprising conclusion of this study is that the ap-
parent absence of Pauli paramagnetic limiting in
Nb3Sn (i.e. , the apparent absence of any reduction of
H, 2 below that value expected on the basis of orbital
pair-breaking alone) and by contrast its presence in

V3Si results significantly from the stronger electron-
phonon interaction in Nb3Sn compared with V3Si. In
the past the apparent absence of Pauli limiting in
Nb3Sn has been attributed to only a spin-orbit
scattering rate. Simple physical arguments show that
the electron-phonon interaction increases the Pauli
limiting field above its BCS value. As a result, less
spin-orbit scattering is needed to account for the ob-

served behavior. An analysis of the data without
corrections for the electron-phonon interaction leads
to unrealistically large spin-orbit scattering rates for
Nb3Sn. Since the corrections arise primarily from the
electron-phonon renormalizations of normal-state
parameters, and only secondarily from the strong-
coupling corrections to the superconductivity, they
are non-negligible even in relatively-weak-coupled su-
perconductors. This fact appears not to have been
appreciated previously. Electro'-electron interactions
can also affect (decrease) the Pauli limiting field.
The implications of these further corrections on our
results are also discussed. -

Using the GLAG relationships and our measured
critical-field slopes near T„we also calculate the
coefficient of the electronic heat capacity y and the
related electronic density of states N(0) as a function
of residual resistivity. Our results agree with those
obtained directly from heat-capacity measurements.
From our data we also generate a self-consistent set
of superconducting and normal-state material param-
eters [e.g. , (oL(0), XoL(0), $0, I„, A'(0) and vF] for
these two materials.

On the more practical side, our results for Nb3Sn
suggest that with proper treatment (i.e., moderately
increasing the resistivity) the critical field at zero
temperature K,q(0) can be raised significantly (to

300 kOe) at the expense of only a slight decrease
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in T, . At the other extreme our results imply that
very clean Nb3Sn should have a critical field at zero
temperature of = 210 kOe.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the
experimental procedures are outlined. The data are
presented in Sec. III along with a discussion of the
effects of the electron-phonon interaction on the crit-
ical fields and an interpretation of the data. The ma-
terial parameters derived from the critical-field meas-
urements are also presented in Sec. III. Section IV
summarizes the results and their implications.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Sample preparation

) J) l)lP'
I II NI II

T ('K) p(pQ cm)""Nb~Sn [7.9 8.8—Nb~Sn 17.8 17.0

In this study a set of samples with fixed composi-
tion but varying residual resistivities p were desired.
The samples were prepared as thin films (=0.3p, m

thick) by electron-beam coevaporation onto —-in.

square sapphire substrates using the techniques of
Hammond. ' These techniques are now highly

developed, providing high-quality A-15 films and al-

lowing considerable control over the material proper-
ties. As shown by Moore, et al. , at Stanford in their
tunneling studies, the best quality Nb3Sn and V3Si
thin films (highest T, 's and resistance ratios. RR) are
obtained for "hot" and "slow" depositions, specifically
depositions at a substrate temperature T, =850'C
and at a deposition rate & 3 nm/sec. Moreover such
films are found to grow as columnar grains preferen-
tially oriented ilong a [100] direction. Higher resis-
tivity films (with correspondingly reduced T, 's) were
obtained by depositing at lower substrate tempera-
tures.

To facilitate the resistivity and critical-field meas-
urements most of the films were photolithographed
and etched to the pattern shown in the insert of Fig.
1. With such patterned samples the resistivity and
superconducting resistive transitions could be ob-
tained with a four-point resistance measurement. For
the unpatterned samples the resistivity was measured
using the Van der Pauw method. Also, since the
samples were deposited in a compositional "phase-
spread". configuration, the unpatterned samples vary

to some degree in composition across the films.
Table I lists the samples studied along with the depo-
sition temperature (T,) and other physical properties

(T„p, dH, 2/dT) of interest. The composition is

denoted by %8, the atomic percent of the 8 element
in the nominal compounds 338, and has been meas-
ured to an accuracy of +1.5% by electron microprobe
analysis. The thickness d of the films was measured

by the Tolansky method.

B. Critical-field measurements

The critical fields were determined from both ac
and dc resistive transitions. Some typical traces using
a field sweep at constant temperature are shown in

Fig. 1. All samples were measured in low fields
(near T,) using a 105-kOe (at —2.2 K) Nb-Ti super-
conducting magnet at Stanford. Selected samples
were also measured up to —230 kOe using the facili-
ties of the Francis Bitter National Laboratory.

As seen in Fig. 1 the best Nb3Sn sample
(p(20 K) =8.8p, Q cm, RR [= p(300 K)/p(20 K)] of
9.5) has a very narrow transition. The other Nb3Sn
films and the V3Si films have broader transitions.
The behavior of the Nb3Sn sample with p = 17@,0 cm
shown in Fig. 1 is representative of these other sam-

ples. The transitions of all samples tend to broaden
in high fields, which may introduce some systematic
errors. However, even if the 10% or 90% points of
the transition curves are taken to define H, 2(T), the
reduced field,
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FIG. 1. Resistive transitions of Nb3Sn thin films using

field sweeps at constant temperatures. The sample (dotted
line) with the lower residual resistivity has the sharpest tran-

sition. The other Nb3Sn sample (solid line) with a higher

residual resistivity has a wider transition, which is represen-
tative also of the V3Si thin films. Note that the width of the

transition tends to broaden in higher fields. The insert
shows the photolithographed pattern of the thin-film samples.

and the reduced temperature, t = T/T„are the same
at temperatures near T,.

As a complement to sweeping the field, -in some
measurements the temperature was swept in a fixed
'field; here the midpoint of the transitions reproduced
the same phase boundary, H,2(T). In addition to the
resistive transitions, the opening of the superconduct-
ing energy gap was also used to measure H, 2(T) on
some samples upon which good tunnel junctions had
been made; these measurements also reproduced the
same phase boundary.
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TABLE 1. Properties of samples studied.

TC
dHc&

dT c

(kOe/K)

PT

(p. O cm)

%8

(at.%) (p.m)

Ts

(c)

Nb3Sn

76 —26 —7A b

76 —28.—7.B
76 —25 —68

G —77 —34 —6C —lll

17.9

17,9

17.8
. 16,1

19.4

18.3

22. 1

25.5

16.0

8,8

17.0

35.9

27.9

26.9

27. 1

26.2

0.21

0.73

0.26

0.51

850

850

850

710

V3Si

76 —97 —4B
77 —4 —5C

76 —92 —8A

77 —4 —6B
76 —93 —5C

76 —93 —6C —11

76 —93 —6C —111

77 —4 —2A —11

76 —96 —4C
77 —4 —2A —. Ill

16.4

16 ~ 1

15.7

15.6

14.8

14.3

13.9
13.8
13.6
12.9

18.4

19.0
20.3 .

17 ~ 8

22.7

22.4

23.1

26.5

30.4

5.2

7.2

15.1

6. 1

31.2
37.9

39,5

42.6

43,2

42.6

26.0

24.6

25.9

25.8

26. 1

27.4

27.4

21.2
23.6

21.2

' 1.0

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

875

875
'750

875

650

650

650

875

550

875

'The resistivity just above T, is denoted here by pT and in the text by p.
C

Sample designation gives year, deposition number, and sample number in sequence and can be used to cross-reference data on

samples in other references (e;g, , Ref. 3 and Ref. 24 of this paper).
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F1G. 2. Low-field critical fields of Nb3Sn with various residual resistivities plotted in both applied and reduced variables. The
samples show a progression from higher to lower T, and lower to higher (dH, 2/dr) T as the sample residual resistivity is in-

C

creased. (See Table I.) The "clean" samples (Cl., 6, ), curve positively from the theoretical GLAG curve. The "dirty" sample
(5) with higher residual resistivity and lower T, lies on the theoretical GLAG curve.
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FIG. 3. Low-field critical fields of V3Si with various residual resistivities plotted in both applied and reduced variables. Like
Nb3Sn the samples show a progression from higher to lower T, and lower:to- higher (dH, 2/dT) ~ as the residual resistivity is in-

C

creased. (See Table I).

III. CRITICAL-.FIELD DATA

A. Low-field data near T,

In general, the samples deposited on a hot sub-
strate have the lowest residual resistivities, the
highest transition temperatures, the sharpest transi-
tions, and the lowest critical-field slopes. The
critical-field curves near -T, for the Nb3Sn and the
V3Si samples are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
For V3Si a wider range of transition temperatures was
observed. The data in Fig. 3 are representative, and
the critical field slopes on additional samples are list-
ed in Table I.

The data for Nb3Sn show that the H, 2(T) phase
boundary for the three cleaner samples (T, =850 C)
with T, =17.8 K, all curve positively from the
straight line expected near T, from the GLAG
theory. ' (As will be shown in Fig. 7, positive curva-
ture is also present in the single crystal data for the
nominally tetragonal phase of Nb3Sn obtained earlier
by two of us). ' In contrast, the dirtier sample
(T, = 710 C) with T, = 16.3 K shows no such curva-
ture and lies precisely on the theoretical GLAG
curve for orbital pair breaking. As can be seen in the
reduced field and temperature plots in Fig. 3, the
cleanest &3SI with a high T, and a low (dH, 2/dT) r
also has positive curvature, but much less than
Nb3Sn. The dirtiest V3Si with a low T, and a high
(dH, 2/dT) r „on the other hand, falls below the

GLAG-curve for orbital pair breaking, indicative of
Pauli limiting.

The dependence of T, and (dH, 2/dT) r on p is
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FIG. 4. Variation of the critical-field slopes and critical
temperatures of Nb3Sn and V3Si as a function of residual
resistivity (above T,3. For both materials, as the resistivity
increases, the critical-field slope increases and the transition
temperature decreases.
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shown in Fig. 4. Note the similar increases in
(dH, 2/dT) r as p increases for both Nb3Sn and V3Si.

C

For both materials the transition temperature T, de-
creases as the resistivity p increases. Such systematic
trends with p have been noted previously for both T,
(Ref. 7) and (dH, 2/dT) r .

d+c2
~

Bcs 241K ksc Tc —1( )
dT ' 7g(3) tie v~2

(2)

B. Determination of some superconducting and

normal-state. material parameters from the
low-field data

From the critical-field slopes near T, several irnpor-
tant superconducting and normal-state parameters
can be estimated. These estimates are based on the
evaluation of the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) parameters
from the BCS-Gorkov equations near T,.9 The pro-
cedure has been applied recently by several groups to
infer changes in the density of states as a function of
disorder. We carry out a similar but more complete
analysis here. Also, for V3Si, heat-capacity measure-
ments are available on a disordered sample with
which we compare our results directly. '

The general procedures involved in such an
analysis are well known. However, for quantitative
results in the case of the A-15 superconductors one
must include the corrections for the electron-phonon
interaction. These corrections enter the theory in two
ways: first by renormalizing the normal-state proper-
ties, " and second by introducing strong-coupling
corrections to the theory of superconductivity itself.
The strong-coupling corrections needed in the low-
field Ginzburg-Landau regime near T, have been
worked out in detail and are typically on the order of
10—20% depending on the particular property and
material in question. However, at high fields we will
show in Sec. III C that including electron-phonon
corrections to the Pauli-limiting process are essential
for even a satisfactory qualitative understanding of
the data.

Theoretica( relatioris-effects of
electron-phonon interaction

The main link between the superconducting and
normal-state properties that is used is

where goL(0) is the zero-temperature GL coherence
length, and

A.„=Ir/2rrks T, r„
= gvF/2nks T I'i = 0.9(0/li

where I„ is the transport scattering length. Here
X(h,,„) is the Gorkov function, and can be expressed
usefully as X(A.„)=R(X„)/(1+5.„) where R(A.„) is
always of order unity [R (0) =1 and R (~) =1.17].9
The superscript BCS denotes that the result applies in
the weak-coupling BCS limit.

The corrections to the Ginzburg-Landau parame-
ters due to a strong electron-phonon interaction have

. been studied by various authors. ' The most im-
portant result for our purposes is that the slope of
the upper critical field near T, can be written

dH, 2
) ( )

dH, 2(x') (scs
T

where x'denotes that in calculating (dH„/dT) r one
C

must use renormalized normal-state parameters [e.g. ,
vF vF' '. vF/(1+ k,v)] in the weak-coupled BCS ex-
pressions. Here A.,~ is the usual electron-phonon in-
teraction parameter

re oo

)L~& =2 J A (Ql)F(io)CU dQI

and the superscript b refers to band values. The
parameter v)ir (T,) is the ratio of the strong-coupled

C2

magnetic pair-breaking parameter to the weak-
coupled BCS value, and can be calculated if the
electron-phonon spectral function a2F(a&) is
known. " " Similar relationships hold for other su-
perconducting properties (e.g. , H„25/kT, ) Also.
the equation for (dH, 2/dT) r can be written"

1

dH2
~

. &&2 ' 24n2 kac T, 12~ ksc
dT ~ R (A,„) 7$(3) Iie vr "2 7$(3) . e vF~I

(T,) 1.18 x 10 '
2

+4.40 x 10 py"
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where y' is the renormalized electronic heat-capacity
coefficient, p is the resistivity, and S is the Fermi-
surface area.

Several comments regarding Eqs. (4) and (5) are in
order. First, we have placed asterisks only on those
normal-state parameters actually renormalized by the,
electron-phonon interaction. (See Ref. 11 for a sum-
mary. ) Second, in going from Eq. (4) to Eq. (5), we
have assumed a spherical Fermi surface so that we.
have

models. Several such methods for estimating X„and
the q's exist in the literature. """ ' We have done
the following:

Using T, and the measured values of 2/s/ks T,
from the tunneling data on the same films, we calcu-
lated the equivalent Einstein frequency ~p from the
analytical expression for 2/s/ks T, in terms of T,/top

obtained by Kresin and Parkhomenko' based on a
simple Einstein spectrum for a (u&)F(tp). The q's
and h.,v then followed from T, and cup.

'p tp (See Ap-

and

(vr') ~ (I/vp. ') ' =ksS(6ty') (6)
pendix AI.) Table II lists these parameters for our
cleanest Nb3Sn and V3Si.

The y" inferred from our measurements and from
data using the procedure outlined above (See Appen-

l„=6 n' (lte'Sp) '(9X10") (7)

2. Determination of the parameters

In principle to obtain qII and carry out the above
c2

scheme, a2F(cp) is needed. Fortunately, the various
strong coupling corrections are not sensitive to the
detail shape of n2F(tp) and can be estimated with re-
lationships obtained from simple Einstein or Debye

The formula for l„ is valid only for cubic or isotropic
systems. Nevertheless, we have found that these for-
mulas work well in spite of the simplifying assump-

tions. Finally, in Eqs. (5)—(7) the units of dH, 2/dT
are given in Oe/K, p in II cm, .and 7

' in erg/cm3X'.
From Eq. (4), once hatt is known, measurements

c2

of T„(dH,2/dT) r and p provide information about

the average Fermi velocity of the material. [Of
course the GL coherence length goL(0) follows

directly from Eq. (2).l What is more useful here,
however, is to assume that Eqs. (6) and (7) are valid

and use Eq. (5) along with measurements of T„
(dH, 2/dT) r and p to calculate the coefficient of the

e

electronic heat capacity y', which is currently of con-
siderable interest for the A-15 materials. In the dirty

limit (A.„=1.2$p/lt )) I) the second term in Eq.
(5) dominates and this procedure is unambiguous.
In the clean limit (h.„«I) the value of the Fermi
surface area S is needed to determine j '.

dix 2) are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For comparison
the y

" 's obtained from heat capacity measurements
are also shown. ' ' 'The error bars show the sensi-
tivity of y' to the assumed area of the Fermi surface
S which has been listed as a fraction of SF, the Fermi
surface of a free-electron gas density n. (See Refer-
ence 23.) For the reasons mentioned above, this
unce'rtainty is only important in the clean limit.

The correspondence between the thermal and mag-
netic measurements is satisfactory, given the uncer-'

tainties. The results for V3Si are particularly impor-
tant since the thermal data compare well with the
magnetic data in both the clean and dirty limits, even
though the resistivities were induced by neutron irra-
diation in the case of the thermal data and induced
by low deposition temperatures in the case of the
magnetic data. Thus the low-field critical-field data
of these A-15 superconductors are in good agreement
with the GLAG theory. Moreover, the agreement
between thermally versus magnetically derived y" 's
implies that there is no dramatic difference between the
density of states governing thermal and electronic tran

sport properties in these materials. This in turn justifies
the use of critical-field measurements to study sys-
tematic changes in the density of states of the A-15
superconductors when heat-capacity measurements
are not available.

With a more complete set of relationships (See Ap-
pendix) it is possible to infer additional important
material parameters for Nb3Sn and V3Si. These are

TABLE ll. Strong-coupling parameters for Nb3Sn and V3Si.

Tc
2~o

ka Tc
OJp

(meV)

YfH (T)

Nb3Sn

V3Si

17.8

16.4

4.2

37
1 1.4

24

1.8

0.96

0.10

0.10

1.42

1.11

1.17

1.05

Note the underlined quantities were measured; the others inferred, with p.
' taken to be 0.1.
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given in Table III. The uncertainties show the effect
of varying the Fermi-surface area S. The mean
values correspond to choosing 5 so as to make the

y
" 's determined thermally and from (dH, 2/dT) r

agree for the cleanest sample. For the other samples,
S is fixed at this value. An independent check of this
procedure for determining S is available for Nb3Sn.
From the results in Table III we have estimated the
zero-temperature penetration depth X(0) for Nb3Sn
to be 1000 A which agrees well with 1300 A meas-
ured recently by Howard, Rudman and Beasley using
Josephson tunneling on similar films. 24 More exten-
sive measurements of X., particularly near T, , would
allow the complete set of material parameters shown
in Table III to be established unambiguously.

' C. High-field data and comparison with theory

The high-field behavior of our samples is shown in .

Figs. 7 and 8, for both applied field and temperature
and also the reduced variables h and t. For both ma-

terials, single crystal data are also shown for compar-
ison.

For Nb3Sn the single crystal data (H along the
[100] direction) are essentially identical to that found
for our cieanest thin films (also preferentially orient-
ed along the [100] direction), including the curvature
near T, . Also evident in Fig. 7 is that for the dirtier

N13Sn, H, 2(0) is larger than for the cleaner material,
reflecting the higher (dH, 2/dT) r and only slightly re-

duced T, . By contrast, for V3Si the cleanest film is

qualitatively but not quantitatively similar to the
single-crystal data. This suggests our best V3Si films
are still short of ideal. Moreover, our dirtier films do
not show an enhanced H„(0) relative to the cleaner
samples to any substantial degree even though
(dH, 2/dT)r T, is larger. This result is associated

C

with the existence of strong Pauli limiting in V3Si as
compared with Nb3Sn discussed in considerable detail
below.

t
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Qualitative aspects of the data

Although the low-field behavior of Nb3Sn and V3Si
are very similar, the high-field data are strikingly dif-
ferent. Nb3Sn shows no apparent signs of Pauli limit-

ing whereas V3Si shows substantial Pauli limiting.
More explicitly, in Fig. 7 the theoretical curves
shown correspond to the predictions of the GLAG
theory, including only orbital pair-breaking, in the
clean and dirty limit fitted to the measured T, and
critical-field slopes of our Nb3Sn samples.

As seen in Fig. 7, the higher resistivity, lower- T,

a?, oo
Ct)

O
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FIG, 7. Critical fields of Nb3Sn with different residual resistivities plotted in both applied and reduced variables. The critical

field of "clean" thin film-() agrees well with that of the nominally tetragonal phase (El) of Ref. 6. The "dirty" thin film (6) has
a lower T, but a higher (dH, 2/dT) T so that it extrapolates to a higher H, 2(0) than the "clean" thin film. None of the samples

C

show any Pauli paramagnetic limiting within experimental error. The theoretical curves shown are for the GLAG theory assum-

ing only orbital pair breaking. The minimum spin-orbit scattering parameters X~ (including the electron-phonon interaction

corrections discussed in the text) consistent with this apparent absence of Pauli limiting are also shown in the figure.
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FIG. 8. Critical fields of V3Si with different residual resistivities plotted in both applied and reduced variables. The critical
field. of the thin film with the higher T,() agrees qualitatively with that of the single crystal of Ref. 6. All of the V3Si are
strongly Pauli paramagnetically limited. The theoretical curves sho~n are for the GLAG theory including both orbital and Pauli
pair breaking and the electron-phonon interaction corrections as discussed in the text. The spin-orbit scattering parameters are
shown in the figure along with the transport scattering parameters.
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film of Nb3Sn is fitted well with the dirty limit curve.
This is consistent with our estimate A.„—10 for that
sample. The data for the lower resistivity high-T,
thin-film and single-crystal N13Sn both have positive
curvature near T„and one must decide whether to
fit the curves with the measured slope of
(dH, 2/dT) r, and the measured T, or whether to seek

the best overall fit which in effect uses an averaged
slope in the region from 20 kOe to 100 kOe and an

. extrapolated transition temperature. 6 Kith the form-
er procedure the data lie higher than the theoretical
maximum of the clean limit curve. Using the latter
(shown in the figure) the data follow very well the
clean limit curve from 20 kOe upwards. Such clean
behavior is consistent with the estimate A.,„=1 for

- this sample. In any event there is no evidence for
Pauli limiting. V3Si on the other hand falls well
below the GLAG predictions assuming no Pauli lim
iting as seen in Fig. Sb. The theoretical fits to the
V3Si data and the procedures used to estimate the
values of the spin-orbit scattering parameters A.„
shown on the figures are discussed in Sec. III C.2.

the superconductor we have at zero temperature

—,
' x„H'(0) =— H'(0)

q' (0) [Hscs(x")]'1
(10)

=
2

v]02 N"(0)(1.7&ksT, )2

and, thus at T=O, we have

H, (0) =~„(0)(1+i„)'~' 1 ~ 78k' T
C 2 kg

(12)

where q~ is the strong-coupling superconducting
C

correction to H, and N" (0) = (1+h,„)N'(0) is the
density of states renormalized by the electron-phonon
interaction. To calculate H~ we note that the spin
susceptibility is determined by the band density of
states

X„=2p, 2N~(0)

= vpg (0)(1+X,~)'t 18.6T, (kOe) (13)

2. Quantitative comparison with theory-Pauli
paramagnetic limiting and the effects of the

electron-phonon interaction

Before comparing our results quantitatively with
theory, ' ' it is necessary to discuss how the
electron-phon'on coupling affects the GLAG theory at
high fields. In the absence of Pauli limiting the
strong-coupling corrections can be written

H„(T) -AH (T)H, 2 (x') (8)

or

lt 2(t) rtI, (t)hs2cs(x")

A strong-coupling theory of H, 2 including Pauli
limiting has been worked out by D. Rainer, G. Berg-
mann, and U. Eckhardt' but not accompanied by a
simple physical interpretation nor in a form suitable
for evaluation without complete knowledge of
a2F(cu). However, physical insight into how the
electron-phonon interaction affects Pauli limiting and
an approximate framework for analyzing the data can
be obtained as follows. Consider first the simple
Pauli limiting field H~ (i,e., with no other pair break- .

er and in the absence of spin-orbit scattering). From
the thermodynamic definition of H~ as that field at
which the free energy of the normal state with spin
susceptibility X„equals the condensation energy of

which is a factor of AH (0) (1+h.,~)'t2 larger than the

usual BCS value. Note that even in the case of a
weak-coupled superconductor for which gH (0) =1,
the correction factor (1 + X„)'t' remains as a conse-
quence of the different electron-phonon renormaliza-
tions of the density of states that enter H, and X„.
The existence of this factor was recognized in the ori-
ginal paper on Pauli paramagnetic limiting by Clogs-
ton, ' but has apparently never been properly includ-
ed in quantitative studies of Pauli limiting. Even in
the case of Al —the canonical weak-coupled super-
conductor —X,~ =0.4, and thus H~(0) is larger than
the BCS value by about 20%. Additional corrections
for the electron-electron interactions (e.g. , the' Stoner
factor) should be included in a complete theory of
Pauli limiting.

For a quantitative analysis of our data it is neces-
sary to include pair breaking due to both orbital ef-
fects and Pauli limiting. To do this approximately,
we have first assumed that vttt (T) is independent of

C2

temperature. 1t follows that rtt, {t)=1 and hence
C2

the shape of the usual h vs t plot is unaffected. This
assumption should be well justified for V3Si which is
less strongly coupled. Based on the numerical calcu-
lation of rtH (t) for several very strong-coupled su-

c2

perconductors this assumption seems fairly reason-
able. '3 [According to the calculations in Ref. 13, only
materials with a large weight in a2(ru) F(tc) at very
low frequencies (e.g. , amorphous materials) have an
enhanced gq, (t).l Second, to include Pauli limiting
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we have simply replaced. H, (0) (more precisely the
Pauli-limiting pair breaker) by the appropriate quanti-

ty scaled to include the factors AH (0) and (1+lt,~)'~'

and have assumed the moderating effects of spin-
orbit scattering enter the theory2' "in the usual
way. 30

Using this theoretical framework we have analyzed
the high-field data shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As al-

ready mentioned before, neither "clean" nor "dirty"

Nb3Sn shows any Pauli limiting within experimental
error even when strong-coupling effects are included.
Assuming H~ is given by Eq. ('12)'(more precisely
using a pair breaker suitably scaled) we can put a
lower limit On the spin-'orbit scattering parameters

. A.„'s necessary to be consistent with our data. These
values are shown in Fig. 7. However, if the BCS
value for the Pauli field, H~(0) -18,6T, (kOe) is

used, the spin-orbit scattering rate needed to account
for the observed absence of. Pauli limiting is in-
creased to an extent such that X„&& A,„, i.e., the in-

ferred rate of spin-orbit scattering markedly exceeds
the rate of transport scattering. The above inequality '

is physically unreasonable. Kith the electron-phonon
interaction corrections included X and A.,„are rough-

ly comparable. Thus we see that the strong-coupling
corrections to the Pauli-limiting process are necessary
to have a sensible fit to the data. The actual fitted
parameters for. these two cases are contrasted'in
Table iV for the clean Nb3Sn sample for which the
difference is most pronounced. The need to include

the electron-phonon corrections- is clear. Better
quantitative work must await a much more detailed
analysis (e.g. , in Ref. 14), knowledge of a'F(~), and
possibly inclusion of electron-electron interactions.

Unlike N13Sn, all the V3Si samples show pro-
nounced Pauli. limiting. The fits to the data -using the
electron-phonon enhanced H, (0) are shown in Fig. 8.
The fits obtained assuming the BCS value of H~(0)
and the measured slopes and T, 's are less satisfactory
as shown explicitly in Fig. 9. The data for V3Si can
be. fitted in the high-field. region with H~(0) = 18.6T,
(kOe) but only by artificially increasing (dH, 2/dT) &

and decreasing T, to the values listed in Table IV.
Thus, like N13Sn, the critical-field behavior of V3Sl ls

better accounted for when the electron-phonon
corrections to H, (0) are included. Moreover, our
results. imply. . that the, absence of P'auli limiting. in

Nb3Sn and- jets presence in V3Si.are related significant-

ly to their relative degrees of electron-phonon cou-
pling and that their spin-orbit scattering rates-. are
lower than. has been suggested before.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
I

The data and analysis preserited in the previous
section show that the critical-field behavior of the A-

15 superconductors Nb3Sn and V3Si are in general ac-
I

TABLE IV. . Comparison of experimental parameters with fitted values.

Measurement

fit with

Hp p& (0){1+ Xep) 18 6 T, ( o )
C

fit with

Hp =18.6T, (kOe)

Nb3Sn

(dH, 2/dT)q (kOe/K)
C

~SO

4r

(17..9)
20.5'

(18.3)

17.3

20.5

17.3

20.5

0 10.

V3Si T, (K)

(dH, 2/dT) g (kOe/K)

16.1
'20;0

16.2

22,0

. 0.-05'

15.5

27,5

'The average slope from 20 kOe to 100 kOe and the: extrapolated T, are. used here because of the positive curvature of H, 2 near

T, as discussed in Sec. IIIC1. The slope and T, at:zero field are given in parentheses.
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got possible on the basis of the present data to estab-
lish whether or not it is ap intrinsic effect.

Although our results conform to the GLAG
theory, the picture of the high-field behavior of these
superconductors that emerges regarding the effects of
Pauli-paramagnetic limiting is different from that
generally assumed. At the same time the systematic
dependence of the superconducting and normal-state
properties on residual resistivity measured in these
experiments provides some new and useful informa-
tion on A-15 compounds. We discuss each of these
points and their possible broader implications in Sec.
IV A.

A, Pauli limiting

IOO
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the theoretical fits to &3Si with

and without the corrections for the electron-phonon interac-

tion. The fits without the correction (dashed lines) are less

satisfactory for all values of the spin-orbit scattering parame-

ter A.,o than the fit with the correction (solid line).

cord with GLAG theory of type-II superconductivity.
This is a nontrivial result for such complicated ma-
terials considering the idealized assumptiops of the
theory and that for these materials, unlike simple al-
loys, T„and the density of states N(0) as well as the
mean free path It, depend sensitively on the physical
state of the material. Specifically we find that the
temperature dependence of H, 2 can be satisfactorily
fitted using this theory (including both orbital and
Pauli-paramagnetic pair breaking) and that electronic
heat-capacity coefficient y' deduced from the data
are in acceptable agreement with the values obtained
directly from heat-capacity measurements. The
cleaner samples exhibit some positive curvature near
T, that is not consistent with the simple GLAG
theory. This curvature is similar to that observed in
the elemental superconductors Nb and V (in the
clean limit) which has been interpreted as resulting
from anisotropy of the Fermi surface. The observed
curvature is small in our samples, however, and it is

As argued in Sec. III on simple theoretical grounds,
the electron-phonon coupling corrections to the
theory of Pauli limiting should be included for quan-
titative comparisons with experiment. Moreover it is
found that to fit the data for Nb3Sn and V3Si with
physically acceptable parameters it is necessary to in-
clude these corrections in the GLAG theory.
Without their inclusion, well made Nb3Sn is simply
too clean to provide sufficient spin-orbit scattering to
account for the observed lack of Pauli limiting. In-
clusion of the electron-phonon corrections raises the
Pauli-limiting field and thereby reduces the required
spin-orbit scattering rate to a physically acceptable
level (i.e., ) ~ & h.„). In the case of V3Si inclusion of
these corrections leads to demonstrably better fits to
the data. Insufficient spin-orbit scattering to account
for the observed critical fields has beeri noted for the
layered compounds as well" and may be a common
feature of high-field ordered superconducting com-
pounds. It is not clear, however, to what degree the
electron-phonon-interaction enhancement of H~. pro-
vides a universal explanation of such effects. It must
also be borne in migd that including-electron-
electrorj-interaction corrections will tend to reduce H~
and hence increase the required A. , possibly under-
mining the good fits obtained here. While we feel
this is unlikely for Nb3Sn and V3Si, it cannot be ruled
out absolutely. The combined effects of electron-
phonon and electron-electron interactions on Pauli
limiting needs further theoretical analysis.

In any event, since the major corrections to H~
from these sources arise from the different renormal-
izations of the densities of states governing .the su-
perconducting condensation energy and the normal-
state spin susceptibility, and not from a strong cou-
pling correction to the theory of supercoriductivity
per se, they are never negligible for quantitative
work. For example, the inclusion of the electron-
phonon interaction corrections into the theory may
help to resolve the discrepancy found by Meservey
and Tedrow in the spin-orbit scattering rates in-
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ferred from critical-field measurements and tunneling
measurements of the Zeeman splitting of the gap (for
which we assume no corrections are. necessary) in
thin Al films. In a similar vein observation of the
Zeeman splitting of the gap in V3Si would directly
confirm the picture presented in this paper. Such an
experiment seems entirely feasible in light of recent
advances in tunneling into thin films of V3Si.

tion between this single-crystal data and the results
reported here will require further investigation, in-

cluding a more thorough characterization of the sam-

ples. V3Si also would have a similar range of extra-
polated critical fields but does not exhibit them in

practice because of the presence of substantial Pauli
limiting.
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APPENDIX

The strong-coupling equations used to evalu'ate the
material parameters in Table II and III are outlined
below,

Following Bergman and Rainer (see Ref. 13) we

use the conventi'on

Z(T) = ~,(T)Zacs(X") (A1)

1. Strong-coupling corrections —determination
of q's, ~, and A.,~

From the results of Refs. 18—20 we have

(A2)

for any particular physical quantity [e.g. , H„(T)],
where Z ' is the weak-coupled BCS expression for
the. quantity, Z, X'stands for the normal-state parame-
ters, the asterisk denotes that in evaluating Z~ one
uses electron-phonon renormalized normal-state
parameters, and rig(T) is a factor reflecting the addi-
tional corrections due to the strong-coupled theory of
superconductivity. Thus to use Eq. (Al) one re-
quires expressions for rl, (T) and ZsCs.
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1

7T T
r/// (T,) =1+ —' l.l ln +0.14

l,
P1p

rt, ,(T,) = [AH 2(T,)] '",

(A4)

(A6)

1

(T,) - 1 + ' 0.6 ln —0.26, (A3)
c2 Qpp T

1 1 1

r/„(T, ) = qH, (T,)v)//'(T, ). (A7)

T,
riH (0) =1+2.3 [ln(p1p/T )]

OJp
t

(A8)

where p1p is a characteristic (equivalent Einstein) fre-
quency. In this paper cop was determined usirig Eq.
(A2) and the measured 24(0) ks T, = g~(0) (3.53).
The other q's were then determined using this cop.

To determine A.,~ one may use the T, equation
I

1+0.5s 0 —35 .'e +0.8e~ "/(1+it) +0.4p, 'e'
T, = 1.14cop exp

e —
/2, '/(1+ X) —0.5e/2,

"—1.5/2, 'p4' 4' 2
(A9)

where 2. Electronic mean': free path

I„=9 x 10"A(3n ') ' 2 [e p„, (n S/S/;)]

1.27 x10 [po,~(n S/ S)/] 'cm

3. Density of states of one spin direction

2. BCS' relationships —ZI

Listed below are several BCS results for the materi-
al parameters of a superconductor in terms of T, and
normal-state quantities. This listing follows closely
that of R. R. Hake but is more complete and evalu-
ates the numerical coefficients exactly. Note that
there are only 4 independent parameters, for example,
p, y, T, and the Fermi-surface area S. The parame-
ters S~ and n are introduced only for convenience.
They are related by the expression Sq =42r(32r2n)2/2

so that in fact the combination n2/2$/SF that appears
throughout is actually proportional to S.

The following symbols and units are used: low-

temperature normal-state resistivity p ~, , where

p ~, 9
x 10 p g

' the normal-state electronic

specific-heat coefficient y (erg cm 2K 2); the super-
conducting transition temperature T, (K); the re-
duced temperature t = T/T„ the jump in the specific
heat at T c~ —c~', the conduction-electron density
n (cm 2), Fermi surface $(cm 2), the Fermi surface
of an electron gas of density n, SF, the flux quantum
@p(oecm2); Planck's constant f(ergsec); Boltzman's
constant ks(erg K '); the electronic charge e (esu); the
velocity of light c (cm sec '); g(3) = 1.202 and
e"= 1.781.

1. A verage Fermi velocity

(v ) =k'/r '(rr'/3)' '(o''S/S )

= 5 77 x 10 '(n2 2$/SF) y

Q(0) (2~2k 2/3) —1y

= '7.97 x &0 y states cm ' erg ' spin

4. BCS coherence length

gp = Ir(vF) (rr'e 'ks T,)

=elk (32r2) 1/&(/12/3$/$ ) (—y T )
—1

= 7.95 x 10 (n S/SF) (y T,) cm

5. London penetration depth (0 E)

3 /tc2rl/2[2(32r2) 2/ k e]»/2(/22/3$/$ )
—1

=1 33 x10 y' (n S/S ) 'cm

Gor'kov X furiction

a. x(l1„)=(1+/1„)-'z (/1„)

where 8 (0) =1 and 8 (~) =2r2[7((3)] ' =1.17 (See
Ref. 9)

b. /1„=2re "gp(2l1,) ' =0.882$p/I1,

=kse po (3m)' (n S/SF)

X (54 X 10"2r gy T,)

=5..51 x 10 'p12,~(/1 / S/SF)(y?;)
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7. Gi nzburg-Landa u coherence length

a. full value (X„arbitrary)

~e —'r[7g(3)/48]&»(p[z(Z«)]'»(1 —t) 'i2 =0.739 [gp
2 +0.882((plq ) ] [R (X«)]'I (1 —t)

144 T'2y [7((3)ke2(3m2) 't3(n2»S/Sr)2] ' +24e ptt, y T, [(63 x 10")$(3)mktt It] ' ' ' R ' '(k„)(1 —t)

= [2.90 x 1Q T (n I S/Sr) + 1.60 x 10' p ~y T„] ' 2 [R (X«)] 'I (1 —t) ' 2 cm

b. Clean limit (A.„&&1).

gGL = 'tre ~[7)(3)/48]' 2$p(1 —t) ' 2 =0.739gp(1 —t) ' = ktt(3m ) [7((3)/3] ' 2(n2 3S/Sr) (12m Ty)

= 5.87 x 10 '7(n2I3S/Sr) (T,y) ' cm

c. Dirty limit (h.„»1).

= (~ e r/24)'I (g I ) 'i (1 —t) 'I = 0.852(/pl«) '»(1 —t) '» = (9 x 10"m ktt h) 't (24e yP„,~ T,) ' (1 —t)

= 8.57 x 10 '(yp„, T,) '"(1—t) '»cm

8. Gi nzburg-Landau penetrati on depth

a. Fu ll value.

hGt =2 'I X t(1 +w ergp/2I, ) ' [R (h«)] ' (1 —t) 'i2 = 2 ' 'h L, (1 +0.882gp/I«) ' [R (X«)] ' '(1 —t)

3c t'y[8me kq(3 m ) ' (n'I S/S~)'] ' + c It (144 x 10"e2ke T ) "'» [R (I «)]-i»(1 —t)-'i2

= [8.77 x 10' y(n S/Sr) +4.83 x 10 pz, ~ T, ']' [R (h «)] ' (1 —t) ' cm

b. Clean limit.

~c = 2 ~ 2g (1 t) ~ 2 = 3(2~) t c It 2[4ektt(3~2) 2 3(n2t3S/Sr)] t(1 —t)

= 9.37 x 10'y' (n S/Si) '(1 —t) 'i cm

c. Dirty limit.

=2 '»Zt..[7e "g(3)gp/2'�(«] '»(1 —t) 'i' = 2 ' 'kt, (g /1 33( ) 'I'(1 —t) 'i'

= [7c' It((3)p„,~l' '(144 x 10"vr ke T ) ' (1 —t) ' = 6 42 x 10 (pa, ~/T ) ' '(1 —t) ' 'cm

9. Gi nzburg-Landau K

a. Full value.

KGL = e h t. (gplT) [24/7f(3)]'I'(1 + n e "(p/2I„) [R (h«) l
' =0957kt, gp '(1 + .882$p/I«) [R (h.„)]

3c t1T,y' '[6/7n ((3)]' [ek (3m ) ' (n' 'S/Sr)'] ' + ce y' pa, [6/7n'((3)]' (18 10x"k ) ' [R (X )]
= [1.60 x 10 T,y (n S/Sr) + 8.78 x 10 y p«~] [R (&«)]

b. Clea n limit.

&GL e ~L (4p~)0[24/74(3)] 0 957~i 0/4p =3c IITI,'y [6 7/m((3)]' '[eke(3n')' (n S/Sr)']

= 1.60 x 10 T,y3 2(n2 5/Sr) 2

c. Di rty li mi t.

KGL =
LLOI~&

' [42/(3)/vr ] ' =0.720k L,/I« = ce y' pa, [42)(3)/ r]t' (18 x 10"ktt) = 7.49 x 103y'»pa,
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10. Thermodynamic critical field

H, =4[3n/7((3)]'~'7'~'T, (1 —t) =4.23@'~2T, (1 —t)Oc

11. Slope of thermodynamic critical field
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